Directions from...

**Intercontinental Montréal**
360 rue Saint Antoine Ouest

- From the hotel, head left on Saint-Antoine for two blocks to take the Orange line from Square-Victoria-OACI (towards Côte-Vertu). Transfer to the Blue line at Snowdon (towards Saint-Michel). Get off at Université-de-Montréal, exit towards Édouard-Montpetit and cross the street at the intersection to get on Avenue Louis Colin. You should see HEC on your left.

**Renaissance Montréal Downtown Hotel**
1250 Boul. Robert-Bourassa

- From the hotel, head right on Boulevard Robert-Bourassa (slight left at Rue Cathcart to stay on Robert-Bourassa). Turn left on Rue Belmont and take the Orange line from Square-Victoria-OACI (towards Côte-Vertu). Transfer to the Blue line at Snowdon (towards Saint-Michel). Get off at Université-de-Montréal, exit towards Édouard-Montpetit and cross the street at the intersection to get on Avenue Louis Colin. You should see HEC on your left.

**Delta Hotels Montréal**
475 Av. du Président-Kennedy

- You have the option of a shorter walk (4 min.) and 2 metro transfers (from Green to Orange to Blue lines) or longer walk (12 min.) with one metro transfer (Orange to Blue line).
  - For the Green line, head left on Av. du Président-Kennedy and right on Boulevard Robert-Bourassa to take the metro from McGill (towards Angrignon). Transfer to the Orange line at Lionel-Groulx (towards Côte-Vertu). Transfer to the Blue line at Snowdon (towards Saint-Michel).
  - For the Orange line, head south on Rue City Councillors, then turn right on Sainte-Catherine and left onto Place Phillips (that becomes Côte du Beaver Hall). Turn right on Rue Belmont to take the metro from Square-Victoria-OACI (towards Côte-Vertu). Transfer to the Blue line at Snowdon (towards Saint-Michel).
- Get off at Université-de-Montréal, exit towards Édouard-Montpetit and cross the street at the intersection to get on Avenue Louis Colin. You should see HEC on your left.

- Or, head left on Av. du Président-Kennedy, then turn left on Rue de la Concorde. Turn left at Rue de Bleury. Cross Rue Sherbrooke to be on the north side and turn right to take Bus 129 northbound from Sherbrooke / De Bleury for 20 stops. Get off at Côte-Sainte-Catherine / Hudson. HEC will be right in front of you.